Research databases and Citations

The selected databases will provide useful and authoritative information in order to write your letter. Each of these databases provide MLA citations at the bottom of the article selected. See examples below.

**ABC-CLIO**

*Search across all databases to find articles, research, primary documents for your topic. Choose “Search all Databases”. Scan them for relevance to your cause and then choose from available options.*

**USERNAME:** sherwood  
**PASSWORD:** library  
**URL:** [https://databases.abc-clio.com/Multi/](https://databases.abc-clio.com/Multi/)

Citation for the article is found by clicking the Cite link at the top or at the bottom of the article selected.
Gale--Opposing Viewpoints in Context
Articles, research and opinion pieces based in research to validate your position/cause.

USERNAME  sand55832
PASSWORD  sand_rpa

From the start page, enter your search term. Choose from articles of relevance to your position.

To cite an article you find relevant, choose the article, then the “citation” link on the right. Then ensure the pop-up box reads MLA 8:
EBSCO
Primary Source documents, reference books, encyclopedias, essays, biographies, newspapers, government reports.

USERNAME   s9609434
PASSWORD    warriors
URL         http://search.ebscohost.com

Go to Master File Premier. Type your topic and then choose search.

After the results appear, scan them for relevance to your cause and then choose from available options.

You can limit returns by date and type of document. You can access videos, images and more.

After finding a resource to use, collect the citation by choosing the cite button to the right.


Mental health symptoms and substance use disorders are clear risk factors for cigarette smoking and nicotine dependence among young people, yet research on cigarette smoking among youths with con...

Subjects: Canada, Smoking -- Risk factors; attitude; psychopathology; confidence intervals; health behavior; motivation; questionnaires; regression analysis; research -- finance; smoking cessation; statistics; substance abuse; test (statistics); logistic regression analysis; data analysis; descriptive statistics; odds ratio; disease complications; adolescence


Introduction: Quit attempts made by smokers that result in relapse to smoking are conceptualized in behavioral economics as preference reversals, in which preference for a larger-later outcome ex...

Subjects: Cigarette smokers, smoking cessation; delay discounting (psychology); likes & dislikes; behavioral economics

3. Association of e-Cigarette Vaping and Progression to Heavier Patterns of Cigarette Smoking.
ProQuest
Access to thousands of periodicals, journals, trades and magazines. Search across all ProQuest resources, choose appropriate resources to support your position. Cite the resources using the link along the top right.

USERNAME: mcps
PASSWORD: mcps
URL: http://search.proquest.com/researchlibraryprep/index?accountid=1291
MLA 8:

If you use one of the books from the cart or another reference source, you will have to create your citation. Here are examples of the most common:

**Book with one author:**

Last Name, First Name. *Title of Book*. Publisher, Publication Date.


**Book with more than one author:**


**Article from a Reference book:**


**OWL Purdue**

Examples for various types of citations, updated for MLA 8.

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/